Introduction 1
The mixed empirical results on Kuznet's inverted-U relation-2 ship between inequality and economic development using para-3 metric quadratic models have been improved by nonparametric 4 studies using cross-section data with nonparametric functional 5 forms or higher-than-second-order nonlinearity (Li et al., 1998; 6 Barro, 2000; Bulíȓ, 2001; Iradian, 2005; Mushinski, 2001; Huang, 7 2004; Lin et al., 2006) . This paper conducts a nonparametric and E-mail addresses: zhouxb@mail.sysu.edu.cn (X. Zhou), efkwli@cityu.edu.hk (K.-W. Li).
1 The ''Inequality around the World'' and ''All the Ginis'' dataset are compiled from Deininger-Squire (1960 -1996 , WIDER (1950 WIDER ( -1998 
26
The nonparametric panel data model with fixed effects is The semiparametric counterpart of Model (1) with control 1 variables is: 
Nonparametric estimation and testing method 16
Let y = gini and z = lgdppc. Models (1) and (2) 
′ . The variance-covariance matrix ofṽ i and its inverse are function is given by
Denote the first derivatives of Ξ i (g i , g i1 ) with respect to g it as 
be estimated by solving the first order conditions of the above 36 criterion function iteratively:
is the kernel function. The next iterative estimator of (α 0 , α 1 )
and H i, [l−1] is an (m i − 1) × 1 vector with elements
The series method is used to obtain an initial estimator for g (·) . The 53 convergence criterion for the iteration is set to be
Further, the variance σ 2 v is estimated by
The variance of the iterative estimatorĝ(z) is calculated as
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For the model selection to be data-driven, we modify the 61 specification tests to suit for unbalanced panel data models. We 62 have three specification tests:
63
First, test parametric against nonparametric model in Model (1).
64
The null hypothesis H 0 is parametric model with g(z) = θ 0 (z, γ ).
65
For example, θ 0 (z, γ ) = γ 0 + γ 1 z + γ 2 z 2 . The alternative H 1 66 is that g(z) is nonparametric. The statistic for testing this null is
2 , whereγ is a consistent 
2 , whereg(·) is the iterative 3 consistent estimator in Model (1) whileĝ(·) andβ are the iterative 4 consistent estimator of Model (2).
5
We apply bootstrap procedures to approximate the finite 6 sample null distributions of test statistics and obtain the bootstrap 7 probability values for the three tests. 
Results

9
In the estimation, the kernel is the Gaussian function and the 10 bandwidth is chosen according to rule of thumb. All bootstrap
11
replications are set to be 400. The last column in Table 2 significantly increase (reduces) inequality.
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In Table 3 , the nonparametric function g(·) is estimated at some 18 quantile points of ln(gdppc) by using nonparametric Model (1) and 19 semiparametric Model (2). In all these cases, the nonparametric es-20 timates are slightly larger than their semiparametric counterparts,
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implying that the overall effect of control variables on inequality is (about 2.5% quantile, see Table 3 ). For the case less than this level, , 78-95, 97, 2000 . Dominican Republic, 1976 
